
From: Gary S Gevisser  
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2008 1:20 PM PT 
To: Kory 
Cc: rest; Heather Estudillo - MADD [Mothers Against Drunk Driving] - Victim 
Services Specialist; Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli 
Embassy Washington DC.; Alan M. Dershowitz - Harvard University Law School; 
Professor Joe Grundfest - Stanford University - former member of the SEC; 
Nicholas Oppenheimer - DeBeers-Anglo American Cartel [DAAC]; 
nikkifinke@deadlinehollywood.com; Sargent Amanda Lopez - US Army Recruiter; 
Jared Stamell Esq - Stamell & Schager, LLP; Jeffrey R. Krinsk - Finkelstein & Krinsk; 
US Marine Captain Brian Steidle - The Devil Came On Horseback; 
jimandjoe@ussliberty.com; Roger W. Robinson - Former Chairman U.S.-China 
Economic and Security Review Commission-Protege of senior DAAC operative David 
Rockefellar - Chairman of Chase Manhattan Bank; Mary Valder - Trilateral 
Commission; Molly H. Hubbard - Director of Development James A. Baker III 
Institute for Public Policy - JAB's law firm representing the House of Saud; United 
States Justice Department; Mossad; NO LONGER PRACTICING, thank G-d, Dr. John 
BIG BEN Stewart MD of Sharp Memorial Hospital - aka The Sperm Donor aka The 
It; King Golden Jr. Esq.; Eliot Spitzer - Governor of New York State - Former 
Attorney General of New York State ; editors@jpost.com; 
editor@shanghaidaily.com; Edward Jay Epstein - Author of The Diamond Invention; 
South China Morning Post; oreilly@foxnews.com; Sternshow@howardstern.com; 
Howard Schultz - Founder, Chairman and Global Strategist for Starbucks; Steven 
Lee Parkinson - Mothercare - Middleast; Oprah; Kenneth Standard Esq. - 
Immediate Past President of the New State Bar Association 
Subject: FIGURE OUT-PREDICT THE FUTURE-secret weapon knitter- Seminar... 
Can I post this on just3ants? 
 
Kory, 
 
While it is the opinion of the most intelligent people I know that even people such 
as yourself who have witnessed firsthand both my willingness, to set aside all my 
distractions beginning with my most beautiful and sexy French-Canadian wife, now 
scantily but very appropriately dressed, sitting beside me as we finish up breakfast 
and Marie Dion Gevisser allows me to type ever so gently while we both enjoy the 
live seascape framed by the two enormous and most beautiful Monterey Pines, 
extending all the way to the horizon, as well as my ability to protect those “without 
a voice” coming to me with their “simple problems”, will never, not until you are 
totally “down and out”, decide to “stand tall” alongside me as I make it my 
business-personal to highlight the “superficiality” of even those such as MADD 
[Mothers Against Drunk Driving] who have this appearance of being one of the few 
“good guys”. 
 
Obviously it is not going to take a rocket scientist to figure out that it is going to be 
“lights out” for US Americans who haven’t stashed their gold and other valuables 
offshore, no different to each member of the US Congress who are not only the 
most corrupt government officials in the world, but worse yet, the most 
incompetent, given how for a century now, they have believed the day of reckoning 



would never take place when they would be asked to account for all of the world’s 
stolen gold that they haven’t stashed away mostly in offshore bank safety deposit 
boxes, that explains why it is not all of the gold is in Fort Knox after having been so 
brutally grabbed from places like South Africa, beginning at the end of the Anglo 
Boer War 1899-1902, a most vicious war financed by US American banks led by 
J.P. Morgan who also financed the American led 8 Allied Nations invasion of China 
as well as the De Beers diamond syndicate, whose founder Cecil Rhodes in his first 
will, detailed in the most explicit fashion, his vision for a Secret Society who would 
be the world’s allocator of resources. 
 
So since you don’t have much if any gold to speak of stored for a rainy day what 
exactly apart from “Poverty of Thought”, helped greatly if you are already an 
alcoholic, from having not simply the courage but the minutest of basic common 
sense to organize everyone you know to attend, right this minute, my “real time”, 
Educational Light Journey-One Tribe of Achievers seminar-workshop? 
 
And of course my Durban, South Africa, Charm School  

 
training can inform you how to best deal with things like “blackheads” that turn into 
rather nasty oozing pimples that along with failing to be first and foremost “straight 
with yourself” leads to an endless cycle of co-dependency; worst of all ending up at 
a very young age to be so very boring. 



  
Right now there are 3 dolphins surfing a wave directly in front of our rented cliff 
house causing 3 people walking on the cliff to stop and enjoy this most uplifting 
experience especially if you are someone in good physical as well as mental shape, 
able to easily imagine you were one of them, and if not then a surfer or someone 
such as myself, a wave ski rider, who every so often has the company of these 
most amazing creatures; no doubt like all of G-D-NAture including the human beast 
whose mind the result of a lifetime of lying, cheating and stealing had turned in to a 
perfect vacuum and is inevitably guided by the most ingenious but vengeful God 
who most of all demands that we be smart, which of course is impossible when 
mindless, if we have the slightest chance of making it in to the “promised land” 
which is where President George W. Bush is now visiting, staying I believe at the 
King David Hotel. 
 
Not to mention this letter below dated July 24th, 2001, written on the stationary of 
King David Hotel, Jerusalem, Israel, sent by my mother, Zena who no doubt was 
thinking at the time not only about me but about  her “Life Story of Zena” that she 
began broadcasting less than 3 months later on October 9th, 2001. 



 
The photo to the right shows my mother, age 18, back in 1947 aboard the Cape 
Town Castle as she and her immediate family, headed by my granddad Alef-Albert-
Al Badash-Ash, a multi-millionaire, journeyed from England to South Africa. 
 
Should you be interested in renting the movie Exodus, you will notice that a blonde 
American woman looking much like the way my mother traveled back then [see 
below] featured prominently in this fairly accurate movie that details the struggles 
of the Jewish Underground up against the British and American superpowers, 
although there are few, if any, references in this American movie to US Americans 
being “unfriendly” to the fledging Jewish State, which came of age on May 14th, 
1948 and named Israel, by David Ben Gurion, the head of the Hagannah, the less 
militant of the two Jewish Underground movements, who came from the same tiny 



village of Plonsk, White Russia-Poland as Al Ash’s mother, my great maternal 
grandmother, Nechie Badash who in 1929, “returned to England from Tel-Aviv, 
Israel” where this orphan of a pogrom, which wiped out her entire immediate family 
was, “one of the early residents of Tel-Aviv”. 

 
Not to forget the scenes between Paul Newman, one of the many “nothing” 
celebrities my mother has met, and Eva Marie Saint at the King David Hotel that on 
July 22nd 1946, again a year prior to my granddad Al Ash “abruptly” informing my 
mother that they would be headed to South Africa soon to be run by the 3rd Reich’s 
Southern Division, was the target of an attack by the Irgun, the more militant 
Jewish Underground movement headed up by future prime minister of Israel, 
Menachem Begin who so admirably chose not to be buried alongside other Israeli 
heads of state on Mount Herzl, but at Mount of Olives, alongside his comrades who 
he helped commit suicide in jail, as they awaited execution by the British-



Americans; and should you think it important we also find blame with the persons, 
possibly in China who weaved the hanging ropes, be my guest. 
 
You might find it interesting to read my very carefully crafted Royal Mater-Mother’s 
“Life Story of Zena” that to the best of knowledge has yet to be published in any 
other format. Click on below: 
 
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/jkansa-name.htm 
 
Right this minute, 9:30 am, this very in shape young woman you see below, came 
running directly in front of our two oversized front windows, stopped, began 
twisting from side to side, looked straight at me, I thought she smiled, and then 
continued on her merry way. 
 

 
Assume for the moment you have never heard of me and have been forwarded this 
communiqué and right now all you are thinking about is how next to react to the 
next bit of bad news detailing the collapse of United States of America’s real estate 
industry leaving only our military prowess on foreign battlefields to support our 
collapsing anything but Almighty US Dollar which will turn us instantly in to one the 
many Banana Republics we have created throughout the world for the past century, 
and from which there is no possibility of a recovery, at least not before the entire 
world blows up; and of course at that moment there won’t be any of us to care, nor 
will there be any news to speak of being reported by the extraordinarily controlled 
media. 
 



Lets also assume you have little if any faith that I am any different to say a 
broadcaster like Matt Drudge of Drudgereport.com who gives the impression that all 
he is doing is picking the most newsworthy items from the controlled media, that 
he readily acknowledges is controlled, but less so than him, and those who work for 
him, let alone those who butter his bread who only provide him with references by 
virtue of his much more visible presence than me on the Internet as well, and of 
course, more importantly, his reluctance to discuss De Beers, beginning with 
Hollywood blockbuster author, Edward Jay Epstein’s mind-blowing Internet only, 
The Diamond Invention, that details the devious nature of the mafia of mafia who 
can don’t have to abide by any of our sacrosanct anti-Trust/anti-Price Fixing laws 
but who can use their unlimited supply of untraceable, lightweight and never 
inventoried Diamond Currency to fix elections and then to top it all, have the gall to 
force meetings with our Presidents immediately prior to being sworn in as President 
as was the case with President John F. Kennedy. 
 
Until such time as you have an understanding of the enormously profitable and 
“Money Power” business of “money creation” you don’t have a clue about how to 
predict the future and find yourself constantly thinking about the importance of 
what I have to say beginning with my forthcoming book, The History of Money 
Creation and Its Future!, when not caught up in your own little world worrying 
about the things you cannot do anything about such as your kid surfing alongside a 
bully unless you were to ban him from going in the water altogether, that then has 
you thinking he may be better off eaten by a shark than continuing to have his 
head bashed to smithereens by his over-controlling biological father, that 
immediately has you thinking about not burning his toasted sandwich that you hope 
he still has a sufficient brain to remember to take to school without you reminding 
him that when he remembers gives you so much pleasure that helps very little as 
once he is out the door you are forced once again to think about the rapidly 
deteriorating value of your real estate holdings beginning with your residence 
followed immediately by your stock and bond portfolio. 
 
Of course the benefit of the time wasted is that time has moved on and you have 
got older as well as uglier, your big ears and big nose that much bigger as you age 
horribly, like pretty much everyone you know, beginning when looking at that 
parent who is the most in denial, who you only keep going back to not because you 
so very much enjoy their so malicious head trips but because they have the money 
and you simply don’t want to have to work for a living as these disgusting selfish-
bastard parents make you pay horribly for allowing them to co-opt-corrupt you as 
they make you eat with them when all you want to do is puke especially since as 
time passes it is inevitable that the entire world will know your shortcomings. 
 
Don’t you just love the internet beginning with email where you don’t have a clue 
who is being blind copied all the while knowing that those you see in the carbon 
copy section are also more than likely to forward highly informative emails such as 
this to most if not all on their email lists? 
 
Now if you are not someone bought off with a Trust Fund you are now feeling 
terrific. 



 
You would know that my wife and I have done more over the past several years in 
addition to getting out of both the stock market and real estate market here in the 
United States just before it peaked, leaving enough on the table for our buyers to 
make a healthy profit, all the while reminding them not to overextend themselves 
and to begin immediately diversifying their portfolio beginning with going in to gold, 
which you would know is not something you can eat but even without 
understanding the dynamics and importance of gold in the preservation of wealth, 
you would know has a history that predates history beginning with the Children of 
Israel building a golden calf when losing faith in Moses who they felt had spent far 
too much time dialoguing with God. 
 
God is a word which many of us Jewish people spell, “G-d” to illustrate that our 
Superior Being has no “life form” as we know it, forcing us to use our imaginations 
which now has you recalling Einstein’s words, “Imagination is more important than 
knowledge”. 
 
But in order to get one’s imagination to function one first has to have knowledge 
beginning with how to not simply survive but prosper from this pending collapse of 
the US economy which is really and truly wonderful news for all the world’s poor 
and downtrodden, just so long as they don’t resort to violence and play in to the 
ruling elite’s so very tried and proven ethnic cleansing civil wars; bearing in mind 
that the ruling elite have absolutely no loyalty to any tribe, any ethnicity, any race, 
any sex, etc etc only to those who ferment civil unrest leading to ethnic cleansing 
civil wars. 
 
If you have the least amount of interest in understanding more about the 
extraordinarily lucrative business of “Money Creation”, but only so long as you have 
the mightiest military, and therefore not in the least bit bothered especially if you 
have no money in the bank and up to your eyeballs in debt, just so long as you can 
still feed yourself and have enough energy to attend one of my forthcoming 
seminars-workshops, don’t you feel just great? 
 
You understand perfectly well that not only are the ruling elite coughing their lungs 
out as they read this in “real time” but they now also understand that you are very 
capable of also understanding that it was in fact the Nazis who won World Oil War 
II that has you now not only thinking about Chapter 9, of the Diamond Invention, 
titled, DIAMONDS FOR HITLER, but to the year 1938 when Princeton University 
freshman polled Hitler as being “the greatest living human being”, voting Einstein 
second. 
 
Don’t you also feel so good about yourself that you didn’t get accepted in to an Ivy 
League University; moreover, that you decided to skip college altogether? 
 
If not, then all I can assume is that you are still wasting your time and money 
attending even a local city college who has failed to invite me to speak to their 
entire student body. 
 



Next, if you are tracking along as you should given how long you have known me 
and been reading very carefully what I have to say, to now thinking ever so 
carefully about Chapter 13 of The Diamond Invention, titled, THE DIAMOND MIND; 
the second paragraph that begins, “In September 1938, Harry Oppenheimer 
journeyed to New York City…” before then recalling in Chapter 18, THE 
AMERICAN CONSPIRACY, paragraph 15:  
 

The founder of Engelhard Minerals and Chemicals, Charles Engelhard, 
[Anglo South African Harry Oppenheimer’s partner] was a well-

connected American entrepreneur who had inherited a small metal 
fabricating company from his father. In the late 1940s, he had 
journeyed to South Africa to make his fortune. South African mines 

had a surplus of gold, but government regulations prohibited the 
exporting of gold bullion from South Africa without permits from the 

central bank, which were very difficult to obtain. Great Britain which 
still controlled the affairs of South Africa, wanted to retain as much 
gold as possible within the sterling bloc. Engelhard found a loophole 

through that regulation: while it was illegal to export gold bars, it 
was legal to export objets d’art made of gold. Engelhard formed a 

company called Precious Metals Development that bought gold from 
the mines and cast it in the form of statues and other religious items. 

Engelhard exported these religious objets d’art to Hong Gold, where 
they were melted down and turned back into gold bullion, which 
could then be sold on the free market. (This ploy was later used by 

Ian Fleming, who was a business partner of Engelhard, in his novel 
Goldfinger) 

 
The first thing you would notice when knowing to read everything from the bottom 
up, is the lack of a period or “full-stop” as we would say in South Africa, following 
the word, “Goldfinger”. 
 
Next, the utter nonsense of “permits” given how Charles Engelhard who chose my 
father’s first cousin, David Gevisser, as the executor of his fabulously mineral rich 
estate, owned, along with Harry Oppenheimer, the entire South African Apartheid 
Regime who did exactly as Engelhard and Oppenheimer commanded, given these 
mafia kingpins “Money Power” position that was created from having the backing of 
the entire bought and paid for 3 Branches of the US Government whose military 
prevented any credible opposition, not only in South Africa, but throughout the 
western world. 
 
Next you will recall that my uncle David Gevisser’s closest and most trusted friend 
in the world was my Royal Mater-Mother who is best known amongst South Africans 
as simply Zena Gevisser, who was both very worldly and very rich long before she 
married my father on October 10th, 1948 when just 19 years of age, and within 3 
months, “From the earliest days of 1949 she began visiting Israel two and three 
times a year, writing reports for different publications”. 
 



You may even recall this photo of my highly secretive Royal Mater taken in Hong 
Kong where Zena, in the center wearing her genuine leopard skin outfit that later 
got stolen, got caught looking very Chinese. 
 

 
The first thing you should notice is that none of the Chinese people seated or 
standing look like Chinese peasants that my mother you could possibly imagine had 
picked up deep in the mainland of China in a rescue effort by an Israeli fighter pilot 
flying a French Mirage fighter jet used during the 1967 6 Day Arab-Israeli War that 
immediately following resulted in my very well-traveled mother being the first 
“civilian” to be allowed in to the captured territories of the Sinai. 
 
Next you will recall that a full year prior, I and the rest of my immediate family 
visited Israel and then again some 6 months following this most extraordinary 
successful war that displayed the very best of both Israeli military intelligence and 
its most brilliant fighters beginning with Israeli fighter pilots who in the second day 
of the war with victory quite certain, but with both the Mossad and Israeli Military 
Intelligence already planning the next war, decided to take out in international 
waters the USS Liberty, a totally defenseless American spy ship that had no 
business in the area other than to get up to mischief; bearing in mind that the 
planners of Israel’s wars don’t have a problem with “short memories” beginning 
with the absolute fact that the United States of America was no friend of Israel from 
its very beginnings, a fact of life rather unknown to most US Americans who for 
good reason couldn’t even figure out that Hitler, the most non-Aryan looking human 
being on the planet would be calling for there to be just one Aryan race without first 
making certain that his name appeared first on the list of those to be gassed at 
Auschwitz. 
 
How “fu*king” [sic] more stupid can some 300 million of us Americans get? 
 
If you would like, that would be the first question I will answer at my forthcoming 
seminar-workshop and why not go ahead right now and book Carnegie Hall. 



 
I strongly suggest that you not only examine the “back and forth” between Adam L. 
Tucker and Devin Standard who in addition to deciding very deliberately when 
included only in the blind copy section to hit “reply to all” when first communicating 
with Adam, has strong relationships with the United States Navy who are this 
moment the laughing stock of anyone who knows the first thing about how to fight 
and win a war without resorting to nuclear weapons; but also both my 
communiqués that “triggered” this dialogue between the two of them which began 
when Adam L. Tucker sent me his latest draft of his analysis of the not so top 
secret Israeli Military Intelligence Report, that with each passing moment not only 
spells doom for the United States economy but leaves it up to the United States 
Military to continue its mischief in places where it has no business, all the while the 
world’s most competent military, the Israel Defense Force along with the world’s 
new superpower, the Peoples Republic of Communist China, are not exactly “asleep 
at the wheel”. 
 
Then give thought to how many people you think you can attract to attend the next 
of my Educational Light Journey-One Tribe of Achievers seminar-workshop where 
not only will I take each and every question put to me no matter how stupid but for 
the first 100 attendees I will agree, “free of charge”, to be an “advocate” for their 
“competing corruption”. 
 
I believe I still own www.competingcorruption.com which will allow everyone in the 
world including United States military personnel to voice their “grouch” beginning 
with both their pay as well as the food they eat which with each passing moment is 
increasingly likely to be their last meal; bearing again in mind that both the State of 
Israel as well as China have now long had plans to survive not only a preemptive 
US nuclear attack but a nuclear holocaust versus the United States of America 
continuing to be totally dependent on its first strike capability; not to mention 
yesterday’s display against 5 Iranian speedboats should have each and every 
member of the United States Military questioning whether their superiors are 
incompetent, culpable or both, take your pick! 
 
Whether or not the video put out by Pentagon is accurate [click on below] it talks 
only extraordinarily badly about the decision making of Navy officials at the highest 
levels. 
 
http://www.breitbart.tv/html/26424.html 
 
Bear in mind that Devin Standard is more familiar than most US Americans as it 
relates to high speed boats since he was spearheading a project to develop a new 
fleet of navy vessels for the US Navy and had on his board both a Rear Admiral of 
the Navy as well as former Navy SEAL members who don’t need to be reminded 
time and again how just one little rubber dingy took out the Cole, the US Navy’s 
most advanced frigates. 
 
Bear also in mind that Devin Standard, an African American, has an uncle who 
during World Oil War II was on a US Navy ship that was denied landing rights in 



Australia because of Black American service people on board; not to mention 
Devin’s father, Kenneth Standard Esquire should require no introduction. 
 
Equally important is that you shouldn’t forget that on Thanksgiving Day China 
denied landing rights not just to one or two but three United States Navy vessels 
that the Peoples Republic of Communist China hasn’t forgotten why, what about 
you? 
 
Bear also in mind that my one American mentor, Amos P. Wright was during WOW 
II both a US Marine and Navy Officer on board the ship that carried the Admiral of 
the Pacific Fleet who the night before the pending attack by the Japanese fleet had 
each and every one of the officers, as well as all the rest of the crew, go on their 
hands and knees and pray to God to “intervene”, knowing that given the size of the 
Japanese fleet they would all be decimated; not to mention that to this day there 
has never been a reasonable explanation as to why the Japanese fleet turned 
around. 
 
Every battle fought is first of all planned and often times years in advance, just like 
wars. 
 
Remember President Bush is in the holy land today and Mr. Bush knows much more 
than he is letting on. 
 
US Americans have a hard time gauging what the Chinese, the Jews of the Orient, 
are thinking when seated across the table because they often do as do Israelis, 
smile a lot when not smiling, and nod their heads accordingly without feeling the 
need to say much. 
 
What prevents you from voicing your opinion on that ingenious Israeli Military 
Intelligence report? 
 
Is it the same reason that the most intelligent people in the world give for why you 
and everyone you know wouldn’t attend one of my seminar-workshops where you 
should pay as much as you can until it hurts? 
 
Keep Smiling! 
 
Gary 
  
[Word count 4038] 
 

From: Devin Standard [mailto:devinstandard@yahoo.com]  

Sent: Tuesday, January 08, 2008 9:57 PM 
To: Adam L Tucker 

Cc: Gary S Gevisser 
Subject: Re: SECRET WEAPON KNITTER- Seminar... Can I post this on just3ants? 

 

Adam: 



I believe there may be 2-3 compelling elements to Gary's thesis. 

  

1) Learn how to protect yourself from a financial collapse 

2) Earn the psycological satisfaction which comes from knowing you are doing the right thing  

3) Diamonds are the Devil's deception 

  

It should be easy to test stick rates for the message communicated in several different fashions: 

A) http://www.survivethecrisis.com/ 

B) http://www.lewrockwell.com/ 

C) http://www.allamericangold.com/ 

I think if you test these blog formats that you can drive significant numbers of people top the 

site. 

Cheers, 

D 
 

----- Original Message ---- 

From: Adam L Tucker <adam@just3ants.com> 

To: Devin Standard <devinstandard@yahoo.com> 

Cc: Gary S Gevisser <gevisser@sbcglobal.net> 

Sent: Tuesday, January 8, 2008 9:11:06 PM 

Subject: RE: SECRET WEAPON KNITTER- Seminar... Can I post this on just3ants? 

Welcome back. 
  
You obviously have a much stronger background in marketing than I do; in fact 
didn’t you come up with the name “Educational Light Journey, One Tribe of 
Achievers” as a seminar concept? 
  
What do you think the benefits are to attending? 
What is the payoff? 
  

“I've been called an idea machine gun. Give me some ammo and the 
creativity is unleashed.” 
~Devin Standard 
  

You would agree that was a pretty pathetic show of our Navy this past Sunday, 
especially with the USS Cole so fresh in their minds. What ever happened to “shoot 
first, ask questions later”? Then again, we were never really good at the latter. 
  
Maybe we should add ‘common sense’ to the list of benefits from attending the 
seminar and from the looks of it there is a lot of people starting with the captains of 
those Navy destroyers that would benefit greatly even if their incompetence was 
deliberate. 
  
I think that you would agree that it is all about predictability which is now lacking 
more so than ever for US. 
  



If you need more ammo, let me know how I can help. 
  
Cheers! 
Adam 
  
P.S. Have you made a list of people that you would like to invite? 
  
  

 
From: Devin Standard [mailto:devinstandard@yahoo.com]  

Sent: Tuesday, January 08, 2008 6:14 PM 
To: Gary S Gevisser; Adam L Tucker 

Cc: JKPJKP@alum.mit.edu; Jeffrey R. Krinsk - Finkelstein & Krinsk; Sargent Amanda Lopez - US Army 
Recruiter; NO LONGER PRACTICING, thank G-d, Dr. John BIG BEN Stewart MD of Sharp Memorial 

Hospital - aka The Sperm Donor aka The It; Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli 

Embassy Washington DC.; Mossad; Alan M. Dershowitz - Harvard University Law School; Nicholas 
Oppenheimer - DeBeers-Anglo American Cartel [DAAC]; John Loftus Esq. - Not Disgraced Enough Justice 

Department Nazi prosecutor; United States Justice Department 
Subject: Re: SECRET WEAPON KNITTER- Seminar... Can I post this on just3ants? 
  

Adam: 

  

IMHO-The seminar can not be free.  

People won't value it if they have no skin in the game. 

They will promise to attend, then they won't show.  

  

And, your copy doesn't tell the reader what is the benefit of their attendance/participation, there 

is merely a list of topics. 

People need to know what the payoff is. WIIFM, What's in it for me?  

Answer that question in a compelling fashion and you can fill Carnegie Hall! 

  

Rgds, 

Devin 

----- Original Message ---- 

From: Gary S Gevisser 
Sent: Tuesday, January 08, 2008 5:42 PM 
To: Adam L Tucker 
Cc: rest; Dr. John K. Pollard - JKPJKP@alum.mit.edu; Jeffrey R. Krinsk - Finkelstein 
& Krinsk; Sargent Amanda Lopez - US Army Recruiter; NO LONGER PRACTICING, 
thank G-d, Dr. John BIG BEN Stewart MD of Sharp Memorial Hospital - aka The 
Sperm Donor aka The It; Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli 
Embassy Washington DC.; Mossad; Alan M. Dershowitz - Harvard University Law 
School; Nicholas Oppenheimer - DeBeers-Anglo American Cartel [DAAC]; John 
Loftus Esq. - Not Disgraced Enough Justice Department Nazi prosecutor; United 
States Justice Department 
Subject: SECRET WEAPON KNITTER- Seminar... Can I post this on just3ants? 
 
Marie says it may not be perfect but it is good.  



  
I am sitting right now with JoNathan about to do his Trigonometry homework and 
of course it is really tough for both of us not to be distracted by the handful of 
surfers directly in front of the cliff house surfing glass like conditions, JoNathan now 
commenting, “Its good” [sic]. 
  
Just moments before he said as his eyes lighted up, “Guess what? My teacher said I 
could do the homework over. I never thought he would. He seemed really stuck up 
with his opinions. The way he said it was like, “Yeah, you can redo your homework” 
but he gave me this look like yeah I will let you do it, whatever, but it was not my 
mistake.” 
  
Let me back up by cutting and pasting what Marie sent JoNathan’s math teacher 
last night with of course no input from The IT: 
  

From: Marie Dion Gevisser 
Sent: Monday, January 07, 2008 8:42 PM 
To: Math Teacher 
Subject: Ungraded homework 
  
December 7th, 2008 
  
Dear Mr. S…, 
  
My son Jonathan Stewart has made me aware that two of his  
homeworks have been entered as zeros. Jonathan is aware of 
the consequences of not doing his homework. 
  
No teacher has ever reported any problems with missing  
assignments. It is very unlikely that Jonathan failed to turn 
his homework in once let alone twice. He should be given the 
opportunity to bring positive energy to "sum"(sic) mistake. 
  
Please feel free to contact me or my husband, Gary, at  
gevisser@sbcglobal.net or by phone 858-481-1750 
  
Sincerely, 
  
Marie Dion Gevisser 
  

Of course there was no mention that the math teacher has a very messy desk; not 
to mention it is doubtful this teacher or any teacher gets many if any communiqués 
from parents let alone such a sic one; parents probably don’t take the time to 
respond, mostly don’t believe they their child actually did the homework. 
  
That should serve as part of Marie’s bio but please don’t forget her Myspace profile: 
  

I am an artist. 



Sexy , beautiful and intelligent.  
What else do you want to know? 
I can’t type. Make it short. Let’s cut through the bs. 
Just go to jus3ants.com and tell me what you think. 
This is some of the things I am interested in apart from art. 
My age. Almost 50 

  

As I look out across the Pacific ocean , 11 o’clock, about a mile out, a relatively 
small vessel, looks like a shipping boat, now making a U-turn, perhaps the following 
thoughts should serve as part of my bio. 
  
In the event I were to become preoccupied with doing other stuff, like washing off 
the mud from my Cannondale mountain bicycle so that when it dries and falls off on 
the floor of the garage those including myself, not paying sufficient attention, end 
up trooping the dirt all over the cliff house’s white carpets that when airborne add 
to all the coughing that adds to the brain damage of all human beings, this brain 
numbing matter spread even by butterflies on a deserted island, but only those 
with binoculars who also lip read, leading either a good or not so good psychologist 
to trace back each one of us 7 billion odd human beings affected by the mud 
remaining on the bike’s tires, to the year dot when God/G-d failed to coach Adam 
and Eve on the merits of good parenting, even if the psychologist had sufficient 
gold stashed away and her only excuse for calling for the guaranteeing of the entire 
universe, as best we know it, to the fact that her lover wasn’t as good as my wife’s, 
and consequently I didn’t get around to following up with President George W. Bush 
as the US Government now raises the ante to embroil the Middle East in yet 
another war, in an all out effort to distract from the US Government’s extraordinary 
nexus with De Beers, the world’s extraordinarily poor allocator of resources that has 
them constantly needing diversions and nothing quite as easy to finance as their 
own terrorist organizations using De Beers’ own unlimited supply of untraceable, 
lightweight and never inventoried Diamond Currency, always price fixed at more 
than a barrel of oil pumped out of the ground using De Beers price fixed diamond 
drilling bits, I strongly suggest that the analysis of that very easy to understand 
Israeli Military Intelligence report begins as I would my follow up to Mr. Bush: 
  

Dear Mr. President, 
  
Take a deep breath both before and after reading the introduction to this 
follow up communiqué bearing in mind that I could be long dead by the time 
you read it caused either by that butterfly flapping its wings or even a blunt 
ax to the back of my head. 
  
What does the Military Report of all time mean other than the United States 
Government is corrupt, so very much in bed with Al Quaida as it is with the 
corrupt kingdoms of Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and Qatar who the US depend on 
to finance the likes of Al Quaida who know better than to bite the hands that 
feed it, all the while our Arab and non-Arab tyrants including those in Iran, 
beef up their-our propaganda on the world’s impoverished peoples by filling 
them up with hatred directed to Israel, the most democrat country housing 



the most hard working and productive peoples in the world despite Israel’s 
many corruptions beginning with the so extraordinarily incompetent current 
Prime Minister who chooses very poorly in not explaining to the world that 
from the very beginning of the modern State of Israel, the United States 
Government was no friend of the fledging Jewish State. 
  
BTW Mr. President, have you forgotten that back in the summer of 2006 
about 100 Hezbollah Special Op commandos mimicking Israeli Special Forces 
commandos hurled the most unsophisticated missiles in to Haifa causing the 
evacuation of Israel’s third largest city, housing a population of some 
300,000 and yet not even 3rd cousins of these very skilled Hezbollah Special 
Op commandos have succeeded in causing the evacuation of Riyadh, Saudi 
Arabia while avoiding the oil fields of Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and Qatar because 
you think they simply ran out of missiles which of course Israel could also 
supply? 

  
Lets now get back to my extraordinary presence on the Internet as well as 
my “credibility” beginning with my “secret weapon knitter” French-Canadian 
very excellent artist painter-teacher wife who on December 31st, 2002 chose 
wisely to write an email to group of gold traders, many if not most, failing to 
buy gold for their own account, that began,  
  

“It seems that Mr. Gevisser might in fact be on to 
something…” 

  
Gold closed 2002 at below US350 a troy ounce. Gold last traded on the spot 
market at US$888.30. 
  
Neither Al Quaida nor the State of Israel nor Iran nor the Russians nor The 
Peoples Republic of Communist China, the world’s new superpower who 
feature for good reason prominently in that ingenious Israeli Military 
Intelligence Report that anyone with even a particle of a brain cannot get out 
of their mind given how so very easy it is to understand even for the most 
easily distracted, even if it is just because I say so, have yet to attack the oil 
fields of Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and Qatar that in the next instant will paralyze 
the United States economy that is already on its last legs which explains why 
it is that the United States Navy that lost the USS Cole to less than a handful 
of guys on one rubber dingy would picking a fight right now with 5 Iranian 
speedboats who cannot always be counted to follow orders given by mostly 
United States business interests who profit from war and who see peace in 
the Middle East as war and very understandably harmful to their bottom line. 
  
My F-C wife has just got back to the cliff house pointing out the bright pink 
spot in the skyline, the sunset having ended just moments ago. 
  
Now before getting back to extraordinary new and improved species of 
butterflies let us civilians and non-civilians examine closely the actions of the 
Captain of the USS Hawker who failed to give the order to blow each and 



every one of those 5 Iranian speedboats clear out of the water immediately 
after noticing not only them approaching at a fast speed but dropping what 
were called “suspicious boxes” in to the water followed by the words, “I am 
coming at you, will explode in a couple of minutes”. 
  
What is the US patrolling in International waters apart from looking for yet 
another “staged fight”? 
  
Remember, Mr. President we have “eyes in the sky” that can lead to the 
decimation of an ant while protecting a dog sniffing nearby. 
  
The Iranians are equally as laughable as they now say it was a “routine 
contact” all the “acting so forgetful” about having threatened the USS 
Hawker with both actions and words, no different to the US, all making for 
very interesting entertainment unless of course you and/or loved ones are an 
Israeli soldier on the front lines fighting to prop up the worthless-fictitious De 
Beers-US Dollar, now on its last legs…. 
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From: Adam L Tucker [mailto:adam@just3ants.com]  

Sent: Tuesday, January 08, 2008 5:22 PM 

To: Gary S Gevisser; 'Gary S Gevisser' 
Subject: Seminar... Can I post this on just3ants? 
  

SPEAKER: Gary S. Gevisser 
    

TOPICS: Money creation, economics, De Beers Anglo American Cartel, 
United States , Israel , China , and much more. 

    

ABOUT Gary S. Gevisser, a Jewish South African, educated in business, 
Israeli Special Forces trained. Gary has spent the last 29+ years 
in the United States acting as a consultant for companies of all 
sizes and industries applying his unique financial skills to 
streamline operations and negotiate contracts. He has also 
provided his unique abilities in forensic accounting to class action 
litigators such as Jeffrey R. Krinsk Esq. of Finkelstein & Krinsk. 
Now Gary offers his unique insight and perspective to the public 
in an effort to spread awareness and share knowledge. 

    

COST: FREE 
  
  

 
From: Adam L Tucker [mailto:adam@just3ants.com]  

Sent: Tuesday, January 08, 2008 4:35 PM 



To: Gary S Gevisser; 'Gary S Gevisser' 

Subject: Seminar info 
  
I am adding a “seminar” section to the website to allow people to send us emails to request to attend. I 
would like to post a bio about you and topics that will be discussed. Do you have any input of what you 
think we should say? 
  

 _________________________________ 

 From: Gary S Gevisser 
Sent: Tuesday, January 08, 2008 2:05 PM 
To: Adam L Tucker 

Cc: rest; Dr. John K. Pollard - JKPJKP@alum.mit.edu; Danielle; Jeffrey R. Krinsk - Finkelstein & Krinsk; 
Sargent Amanda Lopez - US Army Recruiter; Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli 

Embassy Washington DC.; Mossad; United States Justice Department 
Subject: BAD NAME - latest draft of analysis 

 
Adam, 

 

Attached is my edits/editions in red. I have not looked at anything other than the beginning. 

 

Let me know when you have run it by Kat and whether you think it may be a good idea for me to begin 

communicating directly with her. I know not only how to be gentle and kind but how to bring out the 

best in good people who have not been raised to be “politicians”. Let me remind you that this is not 

your area of expertise. 

 

You get the attention of everyone, and I mean everyone, apart from the most intelligent human beings 

on the planet, by asking them one simple question, “What happened to the gold stolen by elected and 

non-elected officials of the heavily corrupt United States Government during the 45 odd year brutal rule 

of the South African Apartheid Regime?”. 

 

Each and every intelligent person I know just happen to serve the best interests of the least corrupt 

intelligence network in the world; i.e. Israeli Military Intelligence and the Mossad who are kept honest 

by people such as myself who have no official or unofficial involvement with either organization but who 

understand better than most who work for both intelligence networks how they function beginning by 

recruiting not always the smartest of individuals who are as a “general rule” the easiest to distract who 

serve to continuously pinpoint the “weak spots”. 

 

Now why would I even distinguish between “official” and “unofficial” other than to make the clear point 

that I could never bought given how easy it would be for even an “unofficial” member to be 

compensated in a myriad of ways beginning with sex and why it is that I chose very carefully when still in 

my mid-teens to “go it alone” all the while making it my business to watch very closely both vocal 

supporters and opponents of State of Israel while never assuming for a moment that just because 

someone referred to Israel in a “negative” way that it meant they were therefore “bad” given how I 

knew for a fact from my own personal experience that the most vocal supporters of Israel in our heavily 

corrupt Jewish community of Durban, South Africa, were not simply “bad” but the sort of people I 

expected the Mossad to assassinate given their “open support” of the South African Apartheid Regime. 

 

You haven’t forgotten that American Charles Engelhard was not in the least bit shy about his “open 

support” of the Apartheid Regime who did exactly as he and his “liberal” Anglo South African partner, 



Harry Oppenheimer, commanded beginning with exporting South Africa’s gold that were paid for with 

worthless-fictitious De Beers-US Dollars, and of course not all of it making its way in to Fort Knox which 

then brings each one of us back to the conversation stopper question, “What happened to all of South 

Africa’s gold stolen by the corrupt 3 Branches of the United States Government during the 45 odd year 

reign of the brutal Apartheid Regime that didn’t make its way in to Fort Knox?” that of course then leads 

in to the next logical question, “What happened to Hitler’s diamonds that he received from De Beers 

that were not used time and again to finance Nazi Germany’s extraordinary military machine that forced 

De Beers’ other clients, the Allies, to ‘play catch up’?” 

 

Understand as well that even those with the very best of “intentions” and who genuinely work hard to 

make a living wage whether self-employed or working for others, don’t see 100% the connection 

between this dynamic organization De Beers and actual people who I say are carrying out the wishes of 

De Beers who many have never even once heard of before I began down this path of making everyone 

including those with not the very best of intentions, aware of this most extraordinarily devious and 

highly manipulative mafia of mafia De Beers. 

 

So what , you may ask, that this information about De Beers is there if someone wishes to see it without 

having to take my word for it? 

 

Unless it is “interesting”, meaning that my research showing the extraordinary close connections 

between De Beers and all 3 Branches of the very heavily corrupt United States Government, affects 

directly their “pocket book”, neither those with the very best of “intentions” or worst of intentions or 

anyone in between or worse yet those “indifferent”, could care less. 

 

Now of course it is so very easy to get “spiritual” and talk about things like God, Love of country, love of 

one’s children, love of pets, love of cows, love of pot, love of horse manure, love of the most perfectly 

shaped tits, ass, the best long and soft muscled skier legs of the most exotic French-Canadian woman 

ever that has each and every person I know, male and female, now totally distracted. 

 

Yes, so very quickly I can remove the so very thin layer of “spirituality” once I get into with any single 

human being, the knitty-gritty of their “wealth”, that affords them so much time to be so very “general” 

in their “love of God” however they define “God” whether it be a blade of grass or the pimple alongside 

their anus, and for those who think they are smarter than God to have them explain exactly why they 

don’t think the wealth that they and/or their parents and/or grandparents have, has anything to do with 

their “extravagance” that affords them to be so very “open minded” about everything beginning of 

course with their intellectual midgetry argument, “Well Gary, there is not one exact truth” or “Well 

Gary, there are many truths just like there are many corruptions” or “Well Gary, who is to say that your 

truth is more important than my truth or what I think is important” or  

 

“Well, Gary, would it make you happy if I just admitted to you that I all I wish is that God will 

come down to earth, grab hold of your genitals, use a blunt knife and with the handle end that 

should be at least the size of your fist, stuff whatever remains of your genitals that you don’t 

first chew into tiny little bits, right down throat, before then turning the knife around having you 

hold the handle and push the blade until it reaches your belly button and then with the other 

hand grab hold of that small revolver Judge Hendrix on October 24th, 2002 placed in the custody 

of your wife Marie to protect herself against her X husband The IT aka The Sperm Donor aka Dr. 

JBS, fire just one bullet at a perfect 90 degree handle that just right before severing your spinal 

column hits the one edge of the blade that causes it to spin out of control” . 



 

Of course not only can each and every single  human being with the most mediocre elementary school 

education understand what it is that I am saying they can of course find it a whole lot more interesting 

than anything else going on their pitiful lives given how easily I can address each and every one of their 

utterly nonsense distractions bearing constantly in mind what we are talking about is their pocket book 

that affords them to eat, drink, and of course place a roof over their head. 

 

Equally important, those who have all their basic needs met and are in fact quite “comfortable” with the 

“status quo” they have to realize that I am communicating with a whole bunch of people who do not 

have their most basic needs met  let alone in a position such as the one I am in. 

 

While most “fighting corruption” if not already “bought and paid for” I  demonstrate each and every 

day, every moment in fact, how very much I have to lose given my beyond belief lifestyle that has not a 

shred of fear apart from doing everything I possibly can to serve the “betterment of humankind” and of 

course I would be the first to agree that the overwhelming majority of human beings I know deserve to 

whipped to within an inch of their lives, the slimeballs that they are. 

 

Then again, I am not God and only know how I think it is best  to serve the smartest and most 

extraordinarily vengeful God beginning by exposing the corrupt priesthood within each of the religions 

including the worst of them, academia, the new corrupt church. 

 

There is simply no getting away from the very precise and logical pattern to research that I am sharing in 

“real time” with the entire world and for anyone to suggest that they don’t have the time to verify what 

I am saying all the while letting me know that they consider themselves both educated and intelligent 

only serves to increase the circle of those dependent upon my insight and analysis of the important 

events of the day. 

 

Interesting isn’t it how very quickly those who either don’t have a clue about their own insanity the 

result of living a lifetime too busy keeping track of their lies from day one are so very quick to say “It is 

your proof which doesn’t mean it is either proof or the truth” when confronted with the facts 

surrounding the extraordinary “money power” of De Beers that affords them the luxury of having none 

of those they have bought and paid for saying bad things about them to the point that they lose their De 

Beers “privileges”. 

 

God, do I only love imbeciles who God no doubt finds ingenious ways to communicate with me 

beginning by taking over their minds as they become a perfect vacuum the result of all the short-circuits 

created from all their lies from day one. 

 

Most bothersome to future specks of dust is that they are still able to appreciate that there are others 

out there less corrupt, receiving far less graft-spoils of oil wars who can quite easily get their arms 

around evidence and who understand as well as those who think themselves smart to just “play with 

words” that proof is a function of evidence, the better the evidence the better the proof. 

 

So let’s go back to that I ounce American Eagle gold coin that so far not a single person who has 

examined it closely, now more than 5,000 including you, thought very much of the 50 Dollars engraved 

on the back all the while able to note all the other so very distracting detail. 

 



Moreover, when informed about such a misleading “value” to not give it that much thought all the while 

remembering so much of all the other detail like Mother Liberty carrying branches in her one hand and 

of course the words, “IN GOD WE TRUST” that has the totally brainwashed feeling good that at least 

their government isn’t corrupt to the point that they would take such verbiage off the currency and if 

they did then to at least find something more to talk about apart from De Beers. 

 

My goal is simple. 

 

Finding common ground amongst “divided people” and no group of people are more divided in this 

world than US Americans who have prospered the most from De Beers being the allocator of the world’s 

precious and limited natural resources. 

 

What is really “funny” but not something to laugh about is that the overwhelming majority of US 

Americans believe that folks in other nations are far more brainwashed based on the fact that US 

“Money, Me” Americans judge everything and everyone in monetary terms, never giving a moments 

thought or should I say “credit” to nations we have impoverished first by destroying their art culture. 

 

Note that I am carbon copying both Danielle as well as Dr. John K. Pollard Jr., not that you should expect 

either of them to comment let alone run it by their nonsense talking current and former university 

professors but one never knows given how they, like you and everyone else including Israeli Military 

Intelligence don’t know who is being blind copied as well as those who I don’t talk about who never 

receive emails but who communicate with me and I with them in either formats that leave no trace. 

 

Not to mention that Danielle had mentioned when she first returned for “Xmess” [sic] vacation that she 

had the ability to invite “guest speakers” to her university and just because the “spoon fed” American 

public have not heard of me doesn’t mean that each and every member of the faculty of her college 

shouldn’t be deathly afraid of what it is that I have to say backed up with facts that once understood by 

the overwhelming majority of freshman college students would bring to an instant halt all the nonsense 

being taught and in that same instant empower all those kids not dependant on Trust Funds to enjoy 

their very first breath of fresh air as they realize that it is they who have the voice and not the very small 

minority of nonsense talkers who contribute only to the rich and lazy not wanting to work for a living 

and compete on a level playing field trickling down the costs of getting rich on to the backs of the poor 

who are not stupid just grossly misinformed. 

 

BTW I am hoping that someone either carbon or blind copied including Dr. Laura would put me in touch 

with either a psychologist or physiatrist who has sufficient liability insurance to given their opinion on 

this communication I received from The IT’s girlfriend, Dawn Castleman who obviously got permission 

from The IT to use his one email account: 

 

From: JBSTE@aol.com 
Sent: Friday, May 05, 2006 7:24 PM 
To: gevisser@sbcglobal.net 
Subject: Re: Prediscovery work for criminal as well as civil complaint against The Spe... 
Fuck off Gary - this is not the sperm donor but Dawn. If you would like to confront me - 
be foolish enough to. I am about two feet taller than you and will chew you up and spit 
your stupid ass out. You have been sucking life off of everybody you latch onto you 
POS (piece of shit). Each day I pray Marie will get a voice from God to dump your stupid 
ass because she could do a lot better. What? The alimony and child support petering 



out you pathetic loser. John is an honorable man, has supported kids well, and you are 
just a lowly opportunist. Go to your hill in the mountains and talk to the animals. Now 
stop violating the restraining order before we get another one. 

 

Again, the fact that Dawn never showed her face and fat butt in court on October 24th, 2002 may have a 

lot to do with the fact that she doesn’t know that THE IT lost big time bearing in mind that besides for 

Judge Hendrix ruling in my favor all the while smacking The IT with lefts and rights that left little to the 

imagination for having so lied when filing a criminal complaint against some 6 weeks earlier on 

9/11/2002 but there were others such as Devin Standard in court witnessing such an awesome display 

of American Justice. 

 

But we have not only “moved on” without forgetting The IT’s atrocity for which he has shown absolutely 

no remorse all the while God has taken His-Her vengeance with each passing moment including this as 

well as Dawn having with that May 5th 2006 email opened up both herself and The IT to the possibility of 

very significant both civil and criminal litigation, her use of the word “we” in the last sentence so very 

telling especially when you consider the physical description they gave of me was identical in every 

respect to the fat bitch who still keeps The Its company and bakes so nice and sweet Christmas cookies 

for his “tTOo” [sic] children who feel good enough about both The IT and Dawn to share them with me 

and Marie, BUT today it is a very different and far better world given how it is no longer the United 

States Government and De Beers, one and the same, “calling the shots”. 

 

The overwhelming majority of Israelis are neither fanatical nor corrupt and nor are they rich financially 

speaking and many if not most barely able to keep their heads above water, all the while rich in wisdom 

and lots of compassion for their fellow human beings beginning with Israel’s enemies who Israelis are 

raised from the youngest of age, just like I was not to hate but to forgive their enemies.  

 

At the same time it is Israelis who are on the front lines of oil wars created by the extraordinarily corrupt 

government of the United States of America who do not represent the vast majority of Americans, 

instead the 3 branches of the US government represent in addition to their own “best interests” the 

best interests of all those throughout the world who prefer not to have to break a sweat when working 

for a living. 

 

The focus therefore, must now be and until such time as there is an equitable redistribution of the 

world’s stolen wealth, what is happening on the front lines of Israel beginning with Israeli Special Forces 

Commanding Officers, unit commanders and their commandos who upon returning from their missions 

don’t have multi-million dollar trust funds to look forward to. 

 

And when you hear a moron saying, “Well, Gary, who do you think will do a better job of in the 

redistribution of the world’s stolen wealth?” please respond accordingly and if you need help, just refer 

them to Dr. John K. Pollard Jr. who even if he were to use a dart in deciding every last detail could only 

improve matters so long as you are not a member of the corrupt ruling elite who today it is so 

extraordinarily easy to identify. 

 

Now also don’t forget that the very first thing those at the very top of the dark DAAC economic pyramid 

will do when first reading everything that I have written above as well as the draft analysis that is of 

course already being shared with each member of the United States Congress including members of the 

US Supreme Court is to laugh, not once, not twice, but give one most extraordinary belly laugh but 

increasingly less loud and shorter lasting. 



 

Remember there are many ingenious elements of this one of a kind Israeli Military Intelligence report 

beginning with the fact that neither China, the world’s new super power, aided and abetted by the State 

of Israel, don’t have to comment leaving it up to US Americans to decide what if anything we should say 

and/or do all the while not a single one of US Americans can avoid the knowledge that currently our 

corrupt politicians are paying some US$200 for each vote they get, so telling of our so very lazy and 

corrupt “communist bosses” who give the hard working 1.5 odd billion Chinese communists such a bad 

name. 

 

Let me know what if anything I have written above would only make sense to a member, official or 

otherwise of the world’s most intelligent intelligence network and of course provide edits for 

clarification purposes. 
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___________________________ 

From: Adam L Tucker [mailto:adam@just3ants.com]  

Sent: Monday, January 07, 2008 5:57 PM 

To: 'Gary S Gevisser'; gsg@sellnext.com 
Subject: latest draft of analysis 

 

 


